


Banks 'I&wumuwi?  "A Concept is an abstract word or phrase

that is useful for classifying or categorizing a group of things ideas,

or events. To illustrate this definition, examine the following list

of words:

boy cat dog man rat

What single word or short phrase can you think of that appropriately

names or labels that group? At first glance you might be inclined to

say animal,... you might add carnivore, mammal,  or vertebrate, since

these are also common characteristics of the group,.,. Words that

label or name a group of common objects are called concepts.9

* James  Banks and other, Teaching Strategies fox the Social
Studies, Inquiry, Valuing and Decision-making. Qlassachusetts:  Add&on
-Wesley Publishing Company, 19671, p. 77 - 78.
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A concept may be described by a word or phrase which conjures

up the appropriate image. war is a word which suggests a ijarticular

mental image about a type of violence or conflict..

Good lrif171muiu Concept 1; n t&m3  #a la

. . an idea or representation of the common element or attri-

buitn by which groups or classes may be distinguished.

l Barry K. Beyer,  Inquiry in the Social Studies Classroom.
(Coltius,  Ohio: Charl,eb:  E. Merrill Publishing Cam.,  1971),  p. 111.

' Carter V. Good Dictionary of Education, p. 124.
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n. any genczal  or abstract intellectual representation of

a situation, state of affairs, or object.

crcwphi t%unm2~Rnw%  b%wnuasta~  rdu-~~aanu~~~~ Rwm  n’ln

~n&nlfN

?1. a thought, an opinion, an idea, or mental image.

n-ru$n R-JIU r&a fmuAn n%uJunvr’luumu

Wehlage Gww~~iuni;~  "ConceptwIG  b den-n  Ils
+

.  . A concept is a mentalistic container comprised of those

characteristics which are thought to be properties capmyln and jointly

peculiar to the denotation of a particular set of objects, events, or

the like. *

b. A concept is a mentalistic container campriked of all

the associations one has with a term.

nmutnmwmn r5unmuAnti  tRnsrnn?st?ut?un?w~~~$~~~~
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l Gary wehlage and Eugene M. Andexson,  Socfal Studies Qu
culum in Perspective @nglewood  Cliffs, Neu Jersey: tientfce--11,
19721, p. 1s.
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.  . >zliuquqm  (Highest order generalization) rfhH-&Wwn~~

IG~Oubma  (Universal) rn7l~9~uiltna2~~~nflulu~nSonia  uiuil  r4ufl&  'np"

t
Banks,  op.cit.,  p. 93.
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